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acific weekly
new Orleans jazz
in concert by
lu watters
Lu Watters and his New Or
leans style jazz band are coming
to Pacific for an afternoon Con
cert and Dance on Oct. 16th from
4-6 p.m. The dance will be in the
gym before the Portland Game.
Lu Watters and his band have
also played at California and
Stanford and their student bodies
have accepted Lou's music with
great enthusiasm.
Tickets will be on sale starting
Monday and will be sold at the
Alumni Office in the Student Un
ion Building. Tickets will be 50c
for students that have student
body cards and $1.00 for students
without student body cards.

dance festival
tomorrow night

October 8, 1948—No. 4
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ROBERT WHITT WINS WITH "THE END ZONE

11

FREE MILK SHAKES AND SANDWICHES PASSED
Robert L. Whitt, a veteran living at 106 North Hunter, walked off
with the grand $50 prize with his entry of "The End Zone" today at 11:30
in the Name-the-Fountain contest held by Mr. Thor Romer.
The contest which began September 24 and ended October 1 was
judged by Bob Wilson, Unit III Director; Rabbit Butler, Unit II Director;
Lois Walcott, AWS President; Art Farey, Director of Public Relations;
and Mr. Romer, owner of the fountain.
Students were treated to free milk shakes and sandwiches as a fitting
end to the contest.

ATTENTION
PRE-MEDS

SOUTH CAMPUS BOASTS WELL
EQUIPPED STUDENT UNION

All pre-medical students who
expect to apply for admission to
medical schools for the 1949 fall
class are required to take a med
ical college admission examina
tion which will be given on Octo
ber 30.
Information and application
blanks may be had by calling at
room 109 Weber Hall.

By JIM MOSS

A#

prevue of
homecoming
Octol>er 28, 29, 30, 31
THURS, FRI, SAT. SUN.
Thursday Evening—Oct. 28

Rally in Conservatory
Bonfire

Friday Evening—Oct. 28

Judging of House Decorations
Open Houses
Little Theatre Productions

Saturday—Oct. 30

Alumni Meeting—10:00 A. M.
Student* Union Dedication—
11:00 A.M.
Alumni—11:30 A. M.
Little Theatre—2:15 P. M.
Alumni Dinner—5:00 P.M.
Game( Lodi)—8:00 P. M.
Homecoming Dance—
10:00 P. M. (Lodi)

Unaccustomed to having an hour or two between classes, many
Sunday—Oct. 31
of the students in the 11th and 12th grades are finding the South
Honor Group Breakfast—
Campus Student Union Building the place for refreshments, rest,
8:00 A.M.
and relaxation. The S. C. Student Union Building, known officially
Homecoming Service—
as "Building Q" but more popularly as "The Barn", is primarily 11:00 A.M. Central Methodist
The Tiger Twirlcrs, campus
for the 11th and 12th graders but is open to all students who have Church
folk dance club, are host to the
occasion to be on the south campus.
first Intercollegiate Folk Dance
The Barn incorporates all the*
Festival to be held in the C.O.P.
desirable features of a well find it an ideal place in which to
gymnasium on Saturday, October
planned student center.
9 at 8 p.m.
do their homework. Other stu
Schools represented there will FACULTY RECITAL
dents find time to enjoy the chess The first important topic for
A MODERN LOUNGE
Dances of all nations, squareor
checker games provided by the discussion at the Monday night
On Tuesday, October 12, the
executive meeting was the con
The
main
lounge,
painted
thrudances, polkas, schottisches, and 2nd in the annual series of
center.
ference to be held at Reedley Col
waltzes with many more will be Faculty Recitals will be pre out with pastel colors, is furn
lege for representatives of Stock
ished with the most modern ches SNACK BAR
included for student enjoyment.
sented by Charles LaMond,
As usual the favorite part of ton College, the 4th, 5th and 6th
There is no admission; no F.S. pianist; and Earl P. Oliver, terfields and lounging chairs. Be
cause of the peace and quiet in the Barn is the Snack Bar where of November. One freshman and
A. card is needed. Everyone is baritone.
'the lounge many of the students students can get candy bars, soft one sophomore will represent
welcome.
drinks, ice cream and hamburg Stockton College, also the direc
ers. At lunch time the Snack Bar tors of unit one and two.
puts out inexpensive lunches caf
SCOPE
eteria style.
w
Plans are being made to pub
If you've never seen a real'
Just in front of the Snack Bar
is the Patio and lunch tables. lish a new monthly magazine
honest-to-gosh, old-time melodra-;
When completed the brick floored called the SCOPE. It is designed
ma YOU'RE in for a treat. Open
patio will have shrubbery around to give the creative writing stu
ing tonight and running for 15
the sides and grass growing be dents a chance to have their
nights, Tuesdays and Sundays ex
tween the bricks. Mr. Garlington, works published, and will feature
cepted, will be "THE FATAL
dean of men on the South Camp fiction, poetry, cartoons by the
TRAP," otherwise known as
us, says that soon he hopes to art department, and discussions
"HAWKSHAW'S REVENGE."
have colored beach umbrellas on art, music, radio and drama.
over the tables. When the patio The editorial page is not to be
The popular melodrama, which
is finished it should look like reserved for the editor. Any sturan for a successful 20-night run
something
out of "Better Homes ent who wishes to express his
this summer, is being recreated
and
Gardens".
There are two opinion on a certain subject may
by director Anthony Reid for the
trash
barrels
strategically
located do so. The executive committee
benefit of students and faculty
where
it
is
hoped
that
the
stu will finance the first issue.
members who were unable to at
Assembly chairmen Willard
dents
will
have
time
to
dispose
tend the summer performances.
Moore, Unit I; Bob Anderson,
of their lunch wrappers.
It will be staged in the new, com
Unit n, and Eileen Norton, Unit
pletely remodeled, Studio Thea- •
DINING ROOM
tfe, situated below the main stage j
The Barn has a small dining III; were appointed to be repre
°f the Pacific Theatre. The 'lab-!
room which is open to any group sentatives on the cabinet. It was
oratory playhouse,' gutted by fire !
or organization who would like decided the social chairman is to
during the summer, has been
to use its facilities. Arrangements be represented on the cabinet.
completely renovated and will
can be made to use the room at The senate authorized a student
bouse the season of exciting pro
cost on any night of the week. court for Units I and II. Each
unit will have a justice.
ductions by the Studio Players.
(Continued on page 2)
Audience reaction during the
summer proved that present day
audiences still enjoy 'booing the
ATTENTION ROOTERS
villain' and 'cheering the handTo sit in the rooting section one must:
some hero.' Now all members of i
1. Have a student body card.
the FSA will have an opportunity i
2. Wear a rooters cap.
to do so for the small nominal
3. Pay attention to the yell leaders, since letters will be
Ice of 62 cents. Reservations for Pictured above are Jerry Mullin and Bettie Gall, featured Pacific
formed by color combination of rooters caps.
tickets may be made by calling Studio Players, who are seen in their comedy routine, a highlight
There are no reserved seats in the rooting section.
*he Pacific Theatre box office of the 9 act olio, which accompanies the popular melodrama THE
Student body cards, rooters caps and dinks may be pur
2-8676 from 10 to 5 daily, or tick- FATAL TRAP. The curtain rises tonight at 8 for a 15 night run
chased in the Student Union Building.
ets will be available at the door
in the completely renovated Studio Theatre.
°I admission.

"hotest show in town" on studio's boards again

EX-COM. MEETS
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new student thrilled
by western males

SAME OLD GAL 'NEATH IT ALL

A student who traveled ap
proximately 7,000 miles in quest
of higher learning is now enrolled
at the College of the Pacific. She
is Miss Chaisoon Cha, a former
resident of Seoul, Korea, who ar
rived in San Francisco on Sep
tember 28 on board the army
transport ship, General Hodges.
Miss Cha is among a group of
32 students from Korea who made
the trip to the United States un
der Methodist college supervision.
She is attending the local college
under a Crusades Scholarship,
sponsored by the women's divi
sion of the Methodist Churches of
America.
Prior to departure from her na
Pictured above is the new LCPL prior to its departure for the Mar tive land, Miss Cha attended
ine Biological Station at Bodega Bay, where it will be used for sci grammar school for six years,
entific research expeditions. The landing craft measures a full 36 Seoul High School for four, and
feet and has been commissioned the "BIOS PACIFICA".
then Eqha College from 1943 to
Theta Alpha Phi. The other ac 1947. The native Korean will ma
theta alpha phi
tive members are Marcia Lou jor in Religious Education while
Brown, Curt Ennen, Joe Hinman, at Pacific, where she has been
Theta Alpha Phi, national hon Shirley Frost, Bill Glaves, Mar accepted in Junior standing.
The trip to America was made
orary dramatic society, played tha Pierce, Rob Dickerson, Eileen
host to approximately 100 stu Norton, Barbara Rowley, Gene in 15 days. While at sea the stu
dents Wednesday night at the McCabe, June Reid, Patty Lou dent group celebrated the Korean
College of the Pacific Auditor Peters, Mr. and Mrs. A. Farey, Thanksgiving by donning native
ium.
,,
and Les Abbott. Pacific Theatre costumes and performing through
The social event concluded with Director DeMarcus Brown is the medium of singing ancient
the serving of refreshments.
supervisor of the group of lead folksongs for the passengers. La
ter, at a dinner promoted by the
Doris Blum is now president of ing college dramatists.
captain of the ship, the students
were feasted with Korean food.
Thrilled at the sight of San students travel to
Francisco, Miss Cha, of course,
wants to see New York City be see il trovatore
fore returning to the Asiatic con
A trip to see "II Trovatore" in
tinent.
Sacramento next Saturday is be
Querried as to her greatest
ing planned for one hundred stu
thrill as yet in America, she as
dents who are interested in seeing
serted that it was the menfolks'
that opera. The production fea
politeness that has interested her
tures Cloe Elmo, South American
the most. "In Korea the women
soprano, Sara Menkes, contralto,
are always in the background, but
and other members of the cast
here men even open doors for
whom the critics report to be ex
you," she commented.
cellent.

inter-frat council
extends date
The inter-fraternity council an
nounced this week that the final
date for fraternity rushing sign
ups has been extended to Mon
day, October 11 in the office of
Dean Betz.
«
To be eligible one must be a
male, be a high frosh, and have a
grade point average of not less
than 1.0, or if his present G.P.A.
is not available, he must have had
a point average of 1.3 his last
semester.

6.90
A TYPICAL PENNEY MONEY-SAVER! Men rate
this their number one shirt jacket! It's ALL WOOL
so hefty, a little makes a whole handfull. Two,
two-button flap pockets, comfortable length. It's
warm, but not bulky. Bright buffalo plaids in
brown, black, white and red.
— OPEN MONDAY 12:00 9:30 P.M. —

DREAM GIRL SCHEDULED FOR
SILVER ANNIVERSARY OPENER

It's one of the best known organizations of its kind; it has pro
duced over 150 plays under the direction of DeMarcus Brown; it Is
now celebrating its Silver Anniversary at the College of the Pacific.
The organization in question is the Pacific Theatre, which pre
sented its first production in 1924. In building the local theatre into
one of the outstanding student groups on the West Coast, Director
Brown has personally produced a total of 154 shows. He has pro
duced more amateur productions than any other Little Theatre di
rector in the United States.
In celebrating the Silver Anni>
versary season, a gala productionI ,.„,f
. j .
• „
is scheduled for the evenings of SOUtfl StUCtent UntOU
November 5, 6 12 and 13. It's El
(Continued from Page 1)
mer Rice's hilarious comedy hit,
"Dream Girl". The production, Last Tuesday night the dininj
which has a multiplicity of elab room, which seats 90, was th
Dr. G. A. Werner will be guest orate sets, will present Marcia meeting place of the Philosopher
preacher at the campus Student Lou Brown, leading a cast of over Club. It makes an excellent bar
Church next Sunday, October 10,
20 characters, including such- quet room and the tables can b
at 11 a.m. The worship service is proven favorites as Doris Blum, moved around to suit the need:
held in Morris Chapel and is Shirley Frost, Art Venable and of the group.
sponsored by a student-faculty Barbara Venable.
Out behind the Barn, providing
committee.
that everything works out a:
Several of the actors will be ap planned and hoped for, there wil
Jean Farley will be special
soloist and will sing, "How Beau pearing on the main stage for the some day be a cement floorec
tiful Upon the Mountains." Miss first time. Among them are Jerry area with ping-pong tables anc
Dorothy Brown is organist. Dr. Seawell, Robert Culp, Bob Parr, shuffle board courts.
Werner will speak on the theme, Douglas Dupen, Hal Sherman,
Inside the barn is the roon
"The Truth Shall Make You and Neil Whitman.
that serves as the office for the
Free."
Season tickets are now on sale Unit I Student Council. This «
for the forthcoming year. A total the office where all the differed
of four big productions will be committees meet to discuss th«
staged, opening with DREAM school operations and activities
Last Thursday the engineering GIRL. The price of the ticket for A lot of the rally equipment n
students of the College of Pacific members of FSA is $2.50, includ stored in this office. The loud
held an informal meeting to ing tax. This entitles the holder speakers and public address sys
frame the charter and constitu to four admissions, one for each terns, megaphones, and a few uni
tion for a student engineering so production, in the best seats forms are kept there. There u
ciety. The primary purpose of available, which normally cost a complete short-wave radio theif
the society is to promote further $1.50 each. By buying a season to be used by the Traffic contro
interest in engineering studies at ticket, students and faculty mem unit in talking back and f°'11
the college. Provision has been bers will be insured of a saving with Sacramento.
made in the constitution for the of $3.50. Season tickets are being
Also inside the Barn are t e
inclusion of the engineering ma sold at the Box Office and by all offices of the Associate deans,
jors registered at Stockton Col the members of the Pacific The Miss Taverner, dean of women,
lege.
atre.
and Mr. Garlington, dean of men-

student church

Men's Plaid Wool
Shirt Jackets

When she addressed the 4:15
solo class last Monday, Miss V.
Short, who has planned the ex
cursion, said that the busses
would leave the campus at 6:00
Saturday evening. The cost of
the trip, Including ticket and bus
fare, is three dollars. Miss Short
says that this price is more rea
sonable than most other opera
opportunities would be. She hopes
that everyone who is interested
in going to see the opera will
take advantage of this chance.

cop engineers organize
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LET'S FACE FASHIONS FALL TERM OFFICERS
By MICHAEL BROWN

gy this time your room is sup- NORTH HALL OFFICERS
North Hall announces the fol
ed to be in perfect order and
P°u are well ready to start the lowing officers for the fall semes
fUn of study, ha! ha! Anyway, ter: Bob McMahan, president;
Phil Tippett, vice-president; Don
whether you like it or not the
time has come for us, my good Brooks, secretary-treasurer; and
friends and adicts to fashion die Hank Pfister, reporter.
Elections were held Monday
ses, to discuss the problems
evening.
therein.
yye were fortunate enough to ALPHA THETA TAU
go to a college showing at Sak's
Alpha Theta Tau announce
and the information gained was changes in the list of the fall sem
encouraging to us. We ester officers who were elected
very
feel that you may find joy in last spring.
what we saw. If you have been
Betty Bradey repiaces Nannette
hearing those ugly rumors about Hailing as recording secretary
full skirts being out, as we have and Marilyn Horrall replaces Pat
here is the straight scoop. It is Connolly as social chairman.
true that the extremely full bal
lerina skirt is not being shown RHO LAMBDA PHI
Rho Lambda Phi officers for
this season. But the pencil line
is not the only line for fall. The the fall semester are the follow
moderately full skirt is just as ing: Jim Boyd, president; Bill
stylish as it ever was. 3oft un- Ballinger, vice-president; Tom
pressed pleats are being used a Sprague, corresponding secretary
great deal in styling wool skirts and Ellie Conway, recorder; Hal
for school. Also a matching stole Inteman, attorney; John Totten,
either the large triangle or the sergeant-at-arms; Joe Sheehan,
scarf variety is very new and librarian; Bob Guernsey, chap
lain and Lee Gerard, house man
very good.
Penciled skirts? They are in ager.
the suit dept. Yes, the suits
KAPPA PHI
are beautifully tailored and the ALPHA
New officers were elected for
skirts are definitely long and
the fall semester at Archania on
straight. If you are wearing these September 16. Elected last spring
suits for a dressy occasion then were Glen Smith, president; Vin
the head gear is a tarn. Of course
Benson, vice-president; Sambo
by now you look like a Mexican
McDonnell, treasurer; and Ed
hairless and these tarns really
Grigsby, house manager.
look smart with the short bob.
The following are the ne\y elec
Now for the best news of all.
tees: Hal Buck, secretary; John
After last year's revolt and closet Ward, corresponding secretary;
emptying, it gives us the greatest Don Payne, alumni secretary; Joe
of pleasure to shout that you can Hinman, historian; Ray Burdette,
keep last year's coat and still be reporter for the Record; Jim
fashion wise. Believe it or not Peckham, sergeant-at-arms; John
the swing back is but all right Rose, chaplain; Dick Dooley, flag
and if your coat has a hood you and bell custodian; and Will Fancan keep that too. A rather nice non, reporter for the Pacific
turn for your cold weather out
Weekly.
fit was shown. The deal is this
—a coat with matching wool
scarf which is worn as a muffler
or tied over your head as a baby
bunting.
Enough of this, let's look at the
Miss Naomi McCullum of Zeta
shoe department. They have gone
and played another dirty trick on Phi was married to Mr. Thomas
us. Some nasty little man in some Carey on Sunday, September 26,
New York office got the brilliant 1948 at the Church of Annuncia
idea of changing the design of tion. The bride had an all white
women's shoes. You probably wedding and carried white car
hate him just as much as we do nations and red roses. Miss Mc
but at any rate this is what his Cullum held her reception at her
peat brain brought forth. The sorority house.
'dea that is stripping closets and
pushing throngs to the local shoe
store is called the shell cut. The
theory of this is to make the shoe
as scarce as possible. Do we conDr. Raymond N. Hench, gradu
fuse you? In other words, the
Pumps are cut low in front and ate of the College of the Pacific
'be flats are little more than with the class of June, 1936, is
glorified soles. After going to the 1 opening his office for the practice
'rouble of cutting down the ' of internal medicine at 2013 PaciPumps what do they do but go 'fic Avenue, Stockton.
and put spats on the shoes. If 1
Dr. Hench was an active mem
JC|u like them, more power to ber of the Pacific Student Asso
Jou. Frankly we feel they are far ciation during his years on the
etter 0ff jn grandma's attic. College of the Pacific Campus. He
. Peaking of pumps, which if you was also active as a member of
ave been reading from the top Rho Lambda Phi, Beta Beta Beta,
'°u know we were, keep your and Ortho Meta Para.
After graduating from Pacific
°PS and heels in this season. We
rriean the closed heel, closed toe Dr. Hench attended Northwest
ls 'he smartest dress shoe.
ern.

Naomi McCullum
Marries

former cop student
hangs out shingle

CHRISTMAS
CARDS . . .
PERSONALIZED - HUMOROUS
FORMAL - PHOTOGRAPHIC
A Hallmark card will best express
your perfect taste—your thoughtfulness.

CAMERA CORNER
HARRY & MIRIAM
G L U S K I N

2034 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 2-1132

DORIS WARRENPAT LEASE
At an Epsilon house dinner
September 22, a five-pound box of
candy was passed which an
nounced the engagement of Doris
Warren to Pat Lease.
Doris graduated from Pacific
last June.

u5
rinehart-mortarotti
promise made!

june wedding planned

mahan-ballenger
announce secret
Willard Ballenger, vice-presi
dent of Rho Lambda Phi, passed
out cigars last week to announce
to his fraternity brothers his se
cret marriage to Miss Eleanore
Mahan.
Eleanore and Will were wed in
Carson City, Nevada on the 17th
of September and did not an
nounce their marriage until a
week and a half later.
The former Miss Mahan is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Mahan of Concord, California.
Will is going to continue his
studies here at COP where his
wife will join him as soon as they
find a place to live.

TO BE HONORED

GERALDINE PORTER
Rhizomia's first dance of the
A June wedding is planned by
fall season will be held on Octo
ber 23. The theme of the dance Geraldine Porter and Jim Enos
has not as yet been announced. who announced their engagement
NANCI RINEHART
It will be given in honor of the September 16.
A week ago Thursday at Epsi incoming pledges class which will
Gerry is the daughter of Mr.
lon Lambda Sigma, Nanci Rine- be selected from the rush list.
and Mrs. Jay D. Porter of Red
hart announced to her sorority
ding.
sisters that she was engaged to
w.s.s.f. secretary tells
Jim is the son of the late Mr.
Gene Mortarotti.
and Mrs. Antone Enos of Ber
The news was made known by
european experiences keley and served as a paratrooper
way of individual pieces of cake
during the 'war. He now attends
with miniature engagement rings
Miss Sally Holt, a traveling
tied with ribbon printed with the secretary of the World Student Pacific and is active in basketball
engaged couples' names.
Service Fund, met last Tuesday and baseball.
The couples are both education with a special committee com
majors and will graduate in June. posed of representatives from the
Miss Holt has zeen touring
Gene is from Fresno, California various on-campus living groups. .California colleges in an effort
and a member of Omega Phi Miss Holt told of her interesting to establish drives throughout
Nancy is from Oakland, Cali experiences while in Europe, I the state. Dick Lamb and John
fornia.
France and Holland where she jRose, commissioners of Drives
visited this summer in order to of units II and III have organized
observe student education condi \ committees and have scheduled a
watermelon feed
W.S.S.F. drive for next semester.
tions.
success
Rho Lambda Phi's successful
annual watermelon feed held on
the 29th of September marked
the opening of Rhizomia's 90th
year of activity.
Hundreds of men, faculty and
students, came and enjoyed free
watermelon, the music of Buddy
De Sylva's combo, and the accorOut at
dionistics of Tony Piaza. The
In at
guests enjoyed the comfort of
Rhizomia's newly furnished liv
4:00 P. M.
9:00 A. M.
ing room and were invited to in
spect the rest of the house.

RAPID RABBIT SERVICE
Yes Sir!

TYPEWRITERS
FOR RENT

That's the service we are prepared to
offer. Often weddings, funerals, business,
or social engagements demand quick at
tention to your wardrobe and that is when
DuBois can come to the rescue with our
up to date equipment. So, if you're ever
in a jam, remember

Sold on Easy Terms

IN AT 9, OUT AT 4!

Liberal Allowance on Your
Old Machine

(20% Special Service Charge)

PORTABLE
AND

OFFICE MODEL

verhaul and Repair Service

STANDARD
FFICE EQUIPMENT CO.
340 E. WEBER
Phone 6-6769

DuBOIS Dry Cleaners
Phone 2-5760

•

34 East Harding Way

REGULAR SERVICE THREE (3) DAYS
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PACIFIC TREKS SOUTHWARD TO
FACE ROUGH SAN DIEGO AZTECS

AS I SEE IT

By NORM BITTER

Former Weekly Sports Editor
gives his opinions as guest col
umnist.
Six days have passed since the
debacle of the Lion invasion.
Lumped-throat rooters, who could
not even be heard above the sig
nal-calling of a gallant fellow
named Eddie LeBaron, are count
ing busfare, gassing up jalopies,
or prepping the time-honored
thumb for the 500-mile trek to
San Diego.

AZTEC ST. POINTING
PACIFIC PLAYERS LOWER THE BOOM *FOR
PACIFIC UPSET-

HECK, M0SER ARE OUT
By BOB HAAKER

Today's exodus will include a
conglamoration of sundry char
acters, some of whom are bent
on spurring a badly-mangled Tig
er back to the victory path. But
all witnesses of tomorrow night's
contest, be they strict abstainers
or well-inebriated onlookers, will
be squinting neath the dim lights
of Aztec Stadium to see whether
or not Pacific's grid bubble has
really burst.
ALL'S NOT LOST
It is more than surprising that
the impact of a 14-14 tie with Loy
ola last Saturday night should
have such paralyzing influence
on a student body which was,
only a short year ago, shouting
deafening chants of encourage
ment to a win-starved Bengal.
Memories are indeed short when
a deadlock will cause heads to
(Upper Picture) Pacific's right
hang so low.
Though it became increasingly end, John Rohde comes over to

RUGGED BOB TO BE OUT OF SAN DIEGO GAME

harder to extol the praises of the put the "no tresspassing" sign on
Siemering machine as the quar
ters wore on, the situation did not the speedy Loyola back Frisco,
appear too hopeless in the light while teammates Ed LeBaron and
of preceding happenings.

Harry Kane come-a-running to
Hadn't three tackles bore the
give
help.
brunt of a hard Loyola running
game to the point of exhaustion
while able understudies huddled
cozily on the bench? Was not the
center of a badly-sagging line
facing an equally-dangerous Lion
middle with its most potent per
former, Bob Franceschini, ham
pered by cracked ribs.
Also remember that the deadly (Lower Picture) Rugged Bob

Pacific air threat was dealt a tell Franceschini, last year's Little
ing blow through the loss of LeBaron's most talented receiver All Coast Guard will miss tomor
Bob Heck.
row night's fracas with the San
Though the Lions did outcharge our forwards with a bruis
ing line game while their runners
amassed a lopsided victory on the
statitician's chart, it goes without
saying that we too had our her
oes.

Still attempting to find their
1947 stride, the Tigers are in San
Diego awaiting tomorrow night's
clash with the Aztecs of San Di
ego State College.
The Pacific contingent, totaling
36 men, is certain to face a team
which, like the Loyola Lions, has
made the Tigers a personal target
for the season. In the two games
already played. COP has tangled
with inspired underdogs, and San
Diego looks very much the same
San Diego will present the
same defensive football that they
played last year, but Coach Bill
Schutte feels that his running
game will be more potent.
Heading the Aztec offense will
be Bob Tomlinson, a halfback
who showed plenty in the San
Diego win over Redlands two
weeks ago. Lanky Jack Kaiser
has been running well from the
other halfback spot. Two seasons
of CCAA competition gives quar
terback John Simcox a little more
than space between his ears as
he calls them from the "T"
Schutte divides fullback chores
between Dick Simmons and Jess
Bryant, a heavy pair of ground
gainers.
The keynote in Aztec hopes
centers around a powerful line.
Back again is guard Keith Curry,
who, last year, wound up with an
All Conference berth, plus recog
nition on the United Press "Little
All Pacific" selection. Center
George Coleman and Tom Dahms,
a rough tackle, were strong
enough to win honorable men
tion on the "All-CCAA" dope
sheet. Similar honors were cap
tured by end Bob Rogers. Other
ends who count heavily in the
forward wall are Don Bardot, Al
ton Peters, and Lloyd Cassady.
Jim Dowd and Marv Piper are a
pair of guards who are certain
to see action tomorrow night.
215-pound tackle Bennie Edens
was a bull on defense against
Redlands, and Schutte is not ex
pected to use him sparingly
against the Tigers.
It looks like another rough one
for Pacific, who have, in the two
games already played, been hard
put to piece together a real ball
game. The opening quarter of
last week's game against Loyola
looked like the beginning of an
old time Pacific romp, but before
the evening was over, the Lions
moved with enough power to
make a 14 to 14 deadlock seem
like an easy thing to take. Loy
ola picked up strength in each
quarter, and by the last stanza
they rolled with constant four
and five yard gains.
In the opening quarter, Pacific
zoomed to a score after only
slightly more than five minutes
of play. A 71-yard drive was cli
maxed by a shot from LeBaron
to Rohde, who snagged it in the
end zone for the first counter.
Tigers gave Red Hardin plenty
time to add the extra point. An
exchange of punts again gave Pa
cific the ball. Once more, LeBar
on found Rohde with a pass, and
this set the stage for Walt Polenske's 34 yard paydirt jaunt.
Hardin converted to put Pacific
on top by 14 to 0. The Tigers
(Continued on Page 6)

Diego Aztecs according to latest
reports. Bob suffered injured ribs
in last week's game with the
Lions.

STILL EXCELLENT

Eddie LeBaron was still his sen-1
sational self. In the initial stanza
his faking was without peer, his
passing record spotless, and his
field generalship unquestionable.
When the badly-rushed T-whizzer began to miss his mark, when
his play sequences became im
potent, he fell back upon his de
With the first game of the sea
fensive talents. For them he was son just a week away, Coach Bill water polo schedule and rules
named the week's most valuable Anttila has finally completed for
player.
release the coming schedule for OCTOBER
We also liked the all-around the Bengal Water Polo Team.
15 University of California
Stockton
end play of John Rohde, who Also to be found on this page are
18-20 1948 National A.A.U. Tournament
s F
snagged a pair of LeBaron's aer the rules of the game. It might
22 or 23 Cal Polytechnic College
Stockton
ials one for a touchdown—and be well to clip both the rules and
27 University of California
Berkeley
turned back every thrust that schedule out of the paper and
30 San Jose State (Varsity) (Homecoming) Stockton
came his way. The aforemen have them handy next Friday
Preliminary Game (Reserves vs. S. J. Frosh)
tioned feats of bandaged Bob when the Tigers take on the Cali
Franceschini showed us all that fornia Bears at 4 P.M. in our NOVEMBER
3 Open
there is spirit in the right places pool.
5 Cal Agiges
on the Tigers of '48.
Davis
From last week's turnout,
6 Open
Loss of Bob Franceschini and which found the Varsity defeat
10 Stanford University
Don Brown for most of the game, ing the J.V.'s by a 19 to 6 score,
Palo Alto
12 Olympic Club
plus the absence of speedster Bob it seems that water polo has and
S. F.
17 Open
Heck, was a definite liability to will continue to catch the stu
19 Cal Aggies
the game's cause . . . Tackling dents' fancy. If you fans crave
Stockton
20 Olympic Club
was poor, not as sharp as last a fast sport mixed with a little
Stockton
24 Cal Poly
year . . . Polenske, Orvis, and Le rough play then water polo is
Baron, our backs, stood out in de your meat. Save for ice hockey, DECEMBER
fense. John Rohde played a good water polo is probably one of the
1 Open
all around game . . . Our tackles 1 fastest and roughest sports on
4 Cal Poly
gan Luis
seemed to be the biggest prob- the books.
10 San Jose
San Jose

FOOTBALL IN A WATER BUCKET — !!
4 P.M.
8 P.M.
4 P.M.
4 P.M.
3 P.M.

4 P. M
4 P.M.
9 P.M.
4 P.M.
3 P.M.

8 P.M.
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sports corner

SAN MATEO BULLDOGS FACE CUBS TONIGHT

By DAVID GERBER

Heads are hanging low and.
lassv stares are in evidence as
?tude*nts» hoarsely
whisper to
!lch other, "What's happened to
e
Tjgers?" All sorts of second
"uesses and theories are floating
?
Which is
Und the campus.
enough as it's the rooter's
derogative to voice his opinion.
That's part of the game. How
ler. there are some foolhardy
nd' even viscious grumblings
fhat are unfair at this stage of
the game.
^vo BOWL WINS
Remember, it's the same staff

and squad that brought us two

WHY JEERS?
I'm not too optimistic about the
last two games but I'm not count
ing them out either. Let's not
turn our cheers into jeers too
prematurely, they're still our
boys . ..
SHORT NOTES
Shouldn't be with all the po
tential power there . . . Bob Moser might have been switched to
tackle but a bad knee is no place
for a tackle . . . Even the ball
players can't seem to figure out
why the last half fading out takes
place. All think they should be in
good shape . . . Siemering had
windsprints as the order of the
week . . . Every team in the con
ference is pointing to Pacific
now that they think we are only
human after all.

bowl victories last year and only
seasonal loss. The same
squad that has won eight games
in a row and brought us a strong
reputation in coast football. They
haven't lost a game yet. Why not
give them the benefit of the doubt BASEBALL
Winter Baseball is setting in
until we really have something
around C.O.P. George Seagale, 4to cry about.
one

TOUGH SCHEDULE AHEAD

There's nine games left to play
igainst some good teams and
ere already we hear students deuncing our team as lazy, out of
hape, Prima Donnas and hear
them taking cracks at the coachig staff. Prima Donnas—I think
lot of our students are first
lass Prima Donnas who think
our team has to do is to show
p for the game and the other
am will lie down while Pacific
walks over for 4 or 5 touchdowns.
! n this Post-War sports era there
,• re no setups. The differences
letween so called small schools
;ad large colleges are gradually
I ;lng wiped out by figures in the
swing column and not in the
r glstrar's book.

year varsity baseballer, will man
age a team of Pacific baseball
men who will join a winter base
ball league and play on Sunday.
Because of Sunday ball the col
lege will not sponsor the team so
the boys are in the market for a
local backer-upper. Coach McW'illiams will act in an advisory ca
pacity.

NEWCOMERS AND VETERANS
Such men as Jim Torvick, Stan
McWilliams and Jerry Haines,
Sonny Adkins and Herb Markall
will be on the squad. It should be
a good proving ground for new
comers Sam West and Wally Deitrich from Santa Anna J. C., Bob
Jones of Bakersfield J. C., Rose
of San Mateo, and Bob GrunSky
, up from Stockton College.

PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS
S4N DIEGO

L IO Heaton
T im Dahms
K ilth Curry
G orge Coleman
Jin Dowd
B b Kaiser
B b Rogers
J< in Simcox
B<b Tomlinson
Js:k Kaiser
P: 'k Simmons

Wgt.
180

230
220
200

201
220
185
170
168
180
185

Pos.
LER
LTR
LGR
C
RGL
RTL
REL

tore than 70 per cent of 1947
omobile accidents occurred on
'ir Pavement. Drive carefully—
9u

al\ -ays!

WANTED
—AT—

COLLEGE

Q

LHR
RHL
FB

BOOKSTORE

Wgt.
200
200

207
210
212
240
210
170
172
160
185

PACIFIC
Phil Ortez
Tom Atkins
Joe Rihn
Collie Kidwell
George Brumm
Don Campora
John Rohde
Ed LeBaron
Bruce Orvis
Don Brown
Wilbur Sites

WATCH
THIS CORNER!
•
BETTY THOME
•
Every week a hit of the week
will be given

BULLDOGS ARE UNKNOWN LEAGUE MATERIAL
INJURED RUSS OVERACKER OUT OF GAME

SAN DIEGO GAME
BROADCAST

By AL LEVY
Last Friday the Stockton Cubs journeyed to Salinas to engage
the Hartnell Panthers and after the smoke of battle had cleared
the Cubs had dropped their first game of the young season. The
score, 31-21, indicates just how close the contest was and were it
not for the presence of a certain Eddie Brown, the Cubs might well
have come home victors.
—
• Leading 21-7, at the half, the
| Stockton aggregation ran into a
snarling Panther that filled the
air with passes galore and rally
ing behind the aforementioned
Rugged little Eddie LeBaron al League baseball pennant with Mr. Brown the Hartnell eleven
won the seond 1948 Stockton vitamins? He can't understand went on to realize their second
Quarterback's Award, for his dy why the team tired so much be straight win. Brown, T quarter
namic play in the 14-14 tie game cause they have responded well back for the Panthers, handled
his duties admirably and his pass
between Pacific and Loyola Sat to conditioning.
Larry praised the defensive ing left nothing to be desired.
urday night. Eddie's deceptive
The Cubs started fast and in
spinners engineered two touch- work of Walt Polenski and Ledowns for the black and orange Baron. On offense, John Rohde's the first half had run up a 21
in the first half, and on several j brilliant catch of a LeBaron pass point score due to touchdowns
occasions he stopped Loyola's in the third quarter was outstand- scored by Dick Gaedtke, Eddie
Macon and Doug Smith. It was all
HOLDS *[HE
"fO
Hartnell in the second half and
from all reports Hartnell pre
Pacific's OfFENSE sents a team that will rank high
among the junior colleges of Cali
fornia. Coaches Stagnero and Ma
He can
son were pleased by the play of
fOotbaWs
Foote, Morelli, Gaedtke, Smith
disappear^
and Murray in the line and Ma
con, Heath and Butler in the
backfield. The loss to Hartnell
D D I E E ARPN
also added up to the loss of Russ
Overacker, Cub fullback, who
THLETE. Of THE EEK
suffered a broken arm early in
fullback George Musacco from ing. The loss of Bob Frances- the third quarter which means
he'll be out of the lineup for the
going all the way in the second chini and Bob Heck greatly hand
icapped the Tigers on defense as rest of the season.
half.
Attempting to come back after
well as offense. Siemering went
LeBaron, out to top last year's overboard for George Musacco last week's defeat, the Cubs will
achievements of 48 pass comple 225 pound fullback for Loyola in engage the San Mateo Bulldogs
tonight under the arcs at Baxter
tions in 112 attempts for 1073 stating "He will be terrific".
Stadium. San Mateo is an un
Coach Dean Richardson scout known quantity in conference
yards, received a sweater compliments of Yost Brothers for his ed the Tiger's next opponent San play and the Cubs will have to be
rugged play. He completed 6 out Diego St. His tea leaves revealed on their game to return victors.
of 13 passes against the Lions that the Aztecs are stronger than The Cubs present the only foot
and averaged 44 yards in 5 punts. last year, especially at end and ball attraction here this weekend,
For a little guy his punting is ex quarterback. That spells offense. as the Tigers are on the road, so
tremely accurate. Last season he The Aztecs also defeated Red- let's get out there tonight and
booted 7 coffin corner kicks with lands (38-7). It looks like the days root on Stockton College in their
of breathers are over.
in the opponents ten yard line.
clash with San Mateo.
KWG (1230 on your dial)
will broadcast the San Diego
game Saturday at 7:50 p. m.
through the facilities of KUSN
San Diego.

EDDIE LE BARON THIS WEEK'S QUARTERBACK
CLUB CHOICE TCP PLAYER OF LOYOLA GAME

E

L B

A

W

. By ED POWELL
During the Tuesday morning
session held at the Hotel Stock
ton, head coach Larry Siemering A 31-LETTER WORD
stated that probably he should
"Feed the Tigers vitamins". That Polyorganohalogenopolysiloxanes
might be a good idea. Didn't the
This 31-letter tongue-twister is
St. Louis Cardinals win a Nation- the technical name of a chemical
mixture recently developed by a
General Electric scientist for use
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
on certain materials as an invis
PASTRY GOODS . . .
Place your order early for ible water repellent. Fortunately
special banquets, coffee clubs for everyone concerned, the mix
or bridge party needs. Meticu ture has been given the laymen's

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
N E X T !

Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen

Gustafson

1910 Pacific Ave.

onservation in the U.S."

Rhizomia took an early lead in
touch football play this week by
trouncing a stubborn Omega Phi
outfit 19-7. The Rhizomia lads
showed a consistent passing at
tack that should make them the
team to beat.
Next Monday Quonset I will
meet Quonset II, and on Tuesday
Phizomia will try to continue its
winning ways against Archania.

lous attention is given.

FREE!

IMMEDIATELY

intramural sports

Ph. 6-6324

# Our Cakes Are Made With
Cake Flour
Swans

LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS
Goatskin Mouton Collars

$32.50

Horsehide, plain

$28.50

Horsehide, Mouton

Spalding Saddles and Bucks
Pendelton Shirts
White Stag Ski Clothing
A. & T. and Groswold Ski Equipment
U. S. Keds Gym Shoes
Jantzen and White Stag Sweaters

WaSul

SPORT SHOP

..$29.50

PENDELTON WOOL SHIRTS

Hotel Stockton Bldg.

From $10 to $11.50

129 E. WEBER
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Cunningham's summer recounted

CHALK TALK

SIESTA
PHILOSOPHY

—RALPH PEDERSON
An excursion to Europe, enter many local students, while view
INTRODUCTION
ing seven different countries, was ing the sights at Piccadily Circle.
Is your class desk scratched up with carvings of stick
This is the story of two very men, eight balls, or nature boys? Is the wall adjacent y0llr
the experience of Bill Cunning
From England, the youthful
ham, College of the Pacific stud voyag ers shipped to Esborg, Den fictitious and lowly Peons Pedro chair marked with letters of the Greek Alphabet or teleph
one
ent and alumnus of Santa Rosa mark, arriving on the 25th day of and Pancho are their respective
numbers
of
comely
blondes
?
High School, during the summer. July. With their bicycles, they names.
We students at the College of the Pacific ought to be
Their hopes and tribulations in
The trip, which was made ac journeyed to Copenhagan, a trip
companied by Tim Timander, a of four days, and from there life are reflected through a sim proud to be able to enjoy the scenic splendor and beauty ()|
service buddy of Cunningham's, went to Sweden, where they visit ple, but rather human conversa our campus and buildings. Indeed, we should be thankful
was accomplished in the two ed for quite some time with an tion.
to hundreds of pioneers who made this opportunity ours
month period of July and August. uncle of Timander's.
EAGER STUDENT
Millions
of dollars have been invested in our buildings, our
Cunningham and Timander met
The youths, realizing their plan
PEDRO. Pancho my friend, you
equipment,
and our campus landscaping. I wonder if We
in Germany while serving with of several years vintage, also have been going to school for a
the armed forces and at that visited Utterboug, "The Paris of long time. Aren't you reaching appreciate it. Isn't it a disgrace that college men and wo
time, began to plan a return trip Scandinavia", Oslo, the Land of j for the stars.
men resort to marking up our walls and seats with "artistic
to Europe to be made two years The Midnight Sun, and Helsinki, i PANCHO. No Pedro, by now I etchings?" If evidence is a factor, our phrase, "Sloppy j0(,
after the closing of the war. They Finland, before boarding their am ready to settle for a lowly College" may not be far from wrong.
began planning "to see the coun ship for the return journey on cloud.
Can't we on our campus sketch our slogans, political
tries we had missed during the August 23rd.
PEDRO. I warn that without a
jingles,
love letters, and suggestions for the Thor Fountain
service period."
goal-detector
you
might
get
lost
The boys estimate that they
The duo sailed from New York biked between 500-600 miles in the fog.
Name Contest on our cuffs or argyles, rather than the walls
on June 25 aboard the steamship while visiting the seven countries.
of campus buildings? Remember our predecessors were
SOCIAL STANDARDS
Marine Shark. The vessel, which They also traveled via the
PANCHO. Pedro, you shouldn't unselfishly thinking and planning in the "long run" for us
was reserved solely for students freight-hopping and hitch-hiking
be so critical about the back Can't we display our "maturity" by dispensing with the dis
and professors, arrived in Ply systems.
wardness of Jose Gonsales the placed "chalk talk".
mouth, England on July 4th.
In their travels, the youths Arizona prospector, after all you
While in England the youths found that the ravages of war
people from California gave us
bought bicycles and spent three are still very much present in the idea.
weeks, bicycling to various his Europe, particularily in England.
PEDRO. Yes Pancho, it is quite
torical points of interest. Cunning Cunningham commented that "the true, but the difference is that
By DOUG BRODIE
ham spent several days with a English people don't have much we found our gold, but you are
More
than
one
student
at this institution tries to de
former fraternity brother and money, but it doesn't seem to still looking for it.
cipher
his
notes
so
observantly
taken in class, only to give
College of the Pacific graduate, bother them too much."
THE
MYSTERY
OF
COLOR
up
in
disgust
because
the
chicken
scratches appearing on
Robert Nichols, who is now ap
An active member of Omega
PEDRO. Pancho, why are you his pages looked just like chicken scratches.
pearing in a stage production in Phi Alpha, Cunningham is a radio
London. He also met Miss Rita major and an enthusiatic tennis- always sleeping?
Bad handwriting? Perhaps, but not entirely. For the
PANCHO. Because when I am
Nie and her parents, known to ter.
most
part the fault is due to the lack of a sharpened pencil.
awake, I am color blind and near
Statistics show that from year to year the handwriting
sighted, but when I am asleep I
can see all the colors of the rain of college students becomes progressively worse. If this is
bow reflected in my dreams, and inevitable, okay, but let's not go all out at once. What we
(Continued from page 4)
Pacific fumble and ended up in my eye sight is 20-20.
need are a few strategically located PENCIL SHARPENERS
looked terrific in this quarter, possession of the ball on the Pa
PEDRO. Pancho, I know what
and it appeared that nothing was cific 28-yard line. Hard shots off is wrong with you. My father around here, so that we can get that lead out and get to work.
going to stop them. The holes tackle put the ball on the one, told me that your parents never
were there for the backs; protec and Paul King ripped over for a went to school, and that they
twosome around campus.
tion for the passer was strong; touchdown. Whitney added the couldn't even count, therefore, it date lines
More than 80 per cent of 1947
and timing was perfect.
extra point.
is obvious that you are afflicted
The football games and dances automobile accidents in the Unit
by a case of mis-counted chromo
ed States occurred in clear weath
The Lions, however, had time
The third quarter carried no
of the last few weeks have pro er. Drive carefully—always!
before their train was to depart, scoring, but the Lions continued somes and genes which in turn
so they decided to stick around to become stronger on defense have misplaced your rods and duced many new couples around
LOST
for three more quarters. We and began to find openings thru- cones in your subconscious in campus.
stead of your conscious mind. The
Shaeffer pen and pencil set
should have made them leave, be o.ut the Tiger line.
Alpha Theta Tau now has three
remedy for your illness is quite regular visitors.
cause three jarring quarters they
The Three still in box. Black and gold
points. The Lions threatened in simple. What you need is an op- "M's" Monnich, Mork and Mc- with the name Pat Burke in
were.
the closing minutes, but the final ^ration of the" mind which I am
gold on the side. A reward is
Moving fast in the second gun sounded before they moved sure will help you change your Cansin from Omega Phi.
offered for its return to South
Tall Pat Ribero and Tall Marge
frame, the Lions capitalized on a past the Tiger 20 yard line.
attitude toward Wallace.
Hall.
Ellis have been making a steady

LET'S SHARPEN UP

continuation of san diego-pacific game rundown

Ope* Every Monday Even

:E=3f

1 TTCgfe

i

V-STRAP

Twin buckles to flatter a

a pretty instep . . . from

fall's collection of deli
cately crafted Joyces. In
I;ne suede

No Money
DOWN
RESERVE ANY ARTICLE
FOR CHRISTMAS
CORNER OF MAIN AND SUTTER

ft

Pacific Avenue—"The Place to Shop
. ....

•Hi

R£s.__
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CALLING ALL PATRIOTIC
COLLEGE WOMEN

for veterans
No reduction in subsistence will
be made as long as income from
productive labor and subsistence
allowance does not exceed these
monthly "ceilings" established by
law last spring: (1) $210 a
month for a veteran without de
pendents; (2) $270 for a veteran
with one dependent; or (3) $290
for a veteran with more than one
dependent.
This does not mean that there
is a limit on which a veteran may
earn while attending college fulltime. It does mean that a vet
eran-student may receive his full
subsistence allowance if
his
monthly earnings are not more
than $135 if he has no dependents, $165 if he has one dependent and $170 if he has more than
one dependent.
Under a new law that became
effective September 1, veterans
with service-connected disabilities
rated 60 per cent or more in de
gree are entitled to allowances
for dependents, but they must
submit proof of these dependents
before the additional compensa
tion can be paid.
Eligible veterans are urged to
immediately submit proof of de
pendents in the form of certified
copies of birth certificates for
children, or marriage certificates
for a wife. If parents are in
volved, acceptable proof of rela
tionship and dependency should
be submitted to VA.

and packages will just distract
them.
'
j have been asked by the PA
Oh
—
and
while we are on
CIFIC WEEKLY to write my
the subject of mail—be sure when
n
own
words
-tory i bw
and ex you write to address the letter
plain to you other girls, who will
When
Lve
} men
have boy friends or sweethearts the
pfc (or S2/c
gett tto be
be Pfc
being called by the draft, how
J are non-commissioned offi^st we can unite in our common 1
^
a An
wif
cers and it is military etiquette
cnrrow and do our bit to keep t0
,
.
, .
50
u
- m
„^in until
J, , address
,,n
the boys
morale,
until tv,
they
, , . them by
' the
„ rank they
up
can come i,onnhi^„
marching F*Hiirtir*ViQtiti\7
triumphantly have tried so hard to get. Now
during the last war I had a broth
home.
er in the Navy; he is a dear sweet
First, I suggest we call our boy and terribly smart. Why in
little organization "The Dear only two months he was appointJohn Club." I have chosen this ed "Captain of the Head." From
name because it meant something what I hear he always insisted
to the boys in the service. I don't that the non-commissioned men
know just what, but I know it treat him just like he was one of
was important because quite a them. However, to get back to
fuss was made when one of the the subject, I always addressed
boys received a "Dear John." Sec his letters, "Dear Captain of the
ondly, wouldn't it be nice if we Head." He never said anything,
all agreed to write at least once but I'm sure he appreciated my
every two weeks. Now some of doing that.
you might think we should go all
There is loads more I want to
out and write once a week; I must
tell you but I must wait for our
admit that I was inclined to that
first meeting. Will all those who
viewpoint at first, but as I stop
are interested please drop me a
ped to think it over, I could see
line in care of the PACIFIC
the other side of the picture. Our
WEEKLY and they will forward
dear boys are going to have a lot
it. Be sure to let me know the
to do learning to be good rednights that would be most con
blooded American soldier boys
venient for you to meet.
and they won't have too much
I want to close this by thanking
time to read mail from home.
My third suggestion for the the staff of the newspaper for
by-laws would have to do with giving me an opportunity to
presents for the dear ones. I launch this idea of mine.
have taken it on myself to draw I »#»#########################»^ > SUGGESTION BOX
Has anyone any gripes,
up a sample list of appropriate
MANY PLEASING
grievances, or even compli
items that I will give each of
DISTINCTIVE
ments about anything on the
you at our first meeting. It is
campus?
quite a comprehensive list and
- G I F T S If so, write them down and
includes those little things that
FOR YOU
put them in the suggestion
any man, soldier, sailor, or civ
TO CHOOSE FROM
box which is located outside of
ilian, can always use. Such items
— at —
Dean Betz's office. This box
as neckties, cuff links, gilt watch
is for the benefit of students
chains and many other little
Walter's House
from units II and III. The
things like that. By no means
Student
Affairs Commission
send edibles, such as cake, cook
of Gifts
organized the idea of a sug
ies, and other items he used to
gestion box.
like at home. The Services pro 2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
vide all the good food the men
can eat and any food from home
1603 Pacific Avenue
would probably be wasted. How
Telephone 3-4952
ever, presents should be sent only
DRIVE-IN
for important occasions. We must
not forget, in our anxiety to raise
their morale, that they will be
terribly busy and a lot of mall
"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service
By CLYTEM NESTRA

'CLEANERS

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

M. Friedberger & Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.
GIFTS

SILVER

Watch Repairing
Beads Restrung

Cramer's Jewelers

This is the offer for all stu
dents, girls as well as fellows, an
all wool white sweater with
orange and black trim. The Rally
Committee is in favor of having
these new rooters sweaters.
The rooter's sweater is selling
in San Francisco for $20 but the
Alumni Association went direct
to the manufacturer to enable
the Alumni to sell them at $15.
There is a sample sweater in the
Alumni Office and the secretary
will take orders from 8 a.m. until
5 p.m. Two weeks after placing
your order you can be wearing
your sweater.
The biggest little wheel around
KCVN is young Dave Zeigler, a
soph at Stockton High. He's the
leading board engineer and last
minute replacement around the
studio. He's teaching us juniors
and seniors how to run that
board. (Thank goodness, too.)
After all, we men should be
grateful that we can't understand
women. Women understand wo
men, and they don't like them.

w. a. a. begins hockey
swim play day next
By MARJ AIPPERSPACH
W.A.A. hockey season will be
gin on Tuesday, Oct. 12. All girls
are welcomed to join W.A.A. and
share in the fun. You don't have
to be a Jane Armstrong, you don't
even have to know what a hockey
stick looks like. Just come out
and get acquainted.
The schedule for the coming
weeks will be: Monday, 4:15 to 5,
Recreational games, including
ping pong, duck pin bowling,
horseshoes, shuffleboard and ten
nis; Tuesday and Thursday, 4:15
to 5, hockey; Wednesday, 7:15,
swimming.
JUST A REMINDER ... To
morrow we will be host to seven
schools, some coming over 200
miles to participate in a tennisbadminton sportsday.
During the current school year,
14 sportsdays are planned at
various colleges.
The next sportsday here will be
swimming and. then hockey. If
you'd like to do a little traveling,
be an active member of W.A.A.

f you're the
suit type
You'll appreciate this

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

one by Sacony. The nubby yet soft-spoken plaid.
The gently fitted jacket.
The discreetly flared
skirt. The impeccable

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES - MEATS - VEGETABLES - BAKERY GOODS
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

tailoring details. And
the price that's such
a pleasant surprise.
$29.95. Misses' sizes.

2032 Pacific Ave.
Pens - Diamonds - Jewelry

rooters sweaters

LET'S MEET AT —

Silver - Gifts

DRY CLEANERS and
SHIRT LAUNDRIES
—For Your Convenience—
Campus Representative
JIM GUILLET
Omega Phi Alpha
Pho. 2-9502
Daily Pickup and Delivery
Service and Quality for All
Your Cleaning Needs

dry/"

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346
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The reaction to the picture published last week as that of my
likeness is very gratifying. But, here and now I think it best to
make my apologies to the real possessor of the likeness. It seems
that the guy's name is Doodles Weaver (alias Prof. Feitlebaum)
and I don't think he would appreciate the mix-up that occurred
down at the printing shop. I apologize Doodles. But, what bothers
is the fact that I have listened to the Feitlebaum horse racing disc
many times and I have yet to pick a winner. Got any tips on the
fire? hmmm?

DRAMA SPOTS
By HARRIS

Tonight marks the rm„u
the Summer Theatre OpUs
Fatal Trap". Featuring '4
1*1
replacements and new fL.
A

VTrill L/, tk«
.
«ces,
^il!,be the opening show^f T
newly remodeled Studio Th '
Doug Brodie
.Associate Editor
If you're not dazzled by theheatl
Charles
ox
ICS Harris..
xiums
News Editor
.News
leva
you will be by the colors. For1
5 ? 5
"
—
Feature Editor
Jack Francis
Copy Editor
wise theatre goer this is a m
David Gerber
—
Sports Editor
, a" Juanitas
-Society Editor
on your calendar.
Ted Toomay.
Cartoonist
•""son anc* Toal
Photographers
Not rumor, but fact, is the i.
formation that the first St !'
REPCRTERS-Jean-Crayn, Margaret Ellis, Phillip Gutherie, Robert Haaker,
Plnlip Korbholz, Anan McAlaster, Marilyn Piatt, Edmond Powell, David Whitshow, directed by a student „
ver, Felisa Cappillo, Lois Driffill, Jim Moss, Richard Armbrust, Nance Black
burn. Henry Bright, Eileen Eddy, Robert Foote, James Gallagher, Marilyn Green,
be handled by Doris Blum mam
Helen Hicks, Robert Jiminez, Janice Merrill, John Nugent, Wilma Rudel, Dean
will remember her for briliiai
Stark, Salvado Valverde, Susan Walters, Jacqueline Wolfe, Carol Wood, Bar
rett MGFadon and Lola Riglin.
roles in various upstairs prod,!
tions. The theme for the Stud!
Productions this year is "The n*
velopment of American Theatre"
around 11 shows are planned tor
the season.
Recently a Minister in a downtown church delivered a
sermon 011 the subject "Leave Room in Your Life to Live."
"Dream Girl" rehearsals are
shaping up nicely and all hands
Thinking about it, we realize how close this thought is to
show exceptional promise D&
our College life.
Marcus Brown has once again
The primary reason most of us attend college is to
dipped down into that magic hat
obtain an education, and this is as it should be. Equally
of his and come up with a pro
important though, is the need to leave room in our way
posed plan for settings that falls
of life to enjoy college.
into its usual slot of par excellence.
There are advocates of the thought that College life
Memo to DeMarcus Brownshould consist of books, books and more books, and banish
You have been awarded a "Well
all thought of dances, football games, lecture series, theatre
Done" for your selection of Rob
productions, and celebrations like the Mardi Gras. This
Dickerson to star in the forth
theory should be followed only when a college places too
coming production, "Dark of the
lieavy an accent 011 extra-curricular activities. But when a
Moon".
normal balance is maintained, as it is here at the College of
Memo to readers—Keep your
eyes on Rob Dickerson when he
the Pacific, extra-curricular activities become as much a
goes into his dance, guaranteed;
part of readying yourself for life as any one of the required
to be one of the high spots of:
courses.
the production.
The person in the rooters section at a football game or
As promised, I am informing
Incidentally
this
is
the
new
office
of
the
Pacific
Weekly
in
the
the one boasting abou this two "on the aisle opening night"
you that tickets for the "Fatal
northwest corner of the Student Union Buildingis absorbing a major part of the material that will in later
Trap" and Music Series are nowj
life be used to judge him as much, if not more, than a Phi Notes ... It might be interest dered who is represented in Ted on sale in the Theatre Box Office.)
ing to add here that certain alum Toomay's cartoons entitled This
Beta Kappa key hanging 011 his watch chain. •
ni (forming the nucleus of the Is College they are none other
This doesn t mean that there shouldn't be a serious side cheering section at last Satur
than the two popular campus cutto life, but it does mean that a person can get too wrapped day's game) took a great interest ups John Rohde and Don Camup in his studies. I hat condition is as serious as not studvine in the girls with the pom-poms, pora.
Dear Editor:
especially Bobbie. Same, namely

LEAVE ROOM FOR FUN

P. S. TO EDITOR

at all.
It is up to you to prescribe and maintain a steady wellbalanced diet of life, in this manner you will develop a
well-rounded background and personality that will be equal
to any thing life has to offer.

And now to attack the paper
that I work for . . . Owing to the
poor coverage of the Pacific
Weekly to the Aquatic Club, only
6 donuts and 60 persons showed
up ... oh no vice-versa! ! Any
way
Aquatic Club is not what
SOUTH CAMPUS you the
might think it is. It is not
They call it "Southern' Expo a group from the swimming
sure" and "Mud Flats"
team but rather opened to every
And
the
dust
reeks
up
in
the
one
and has as its purpose moon
LETTER TO EDITOR
I rectly it was a darn good one,
slanting rays of the sun,
light cruises . . . where did they
What's happened to Pacific's j considering it wasn't written by A halo of dust, gold-misty in say I could buy a yachting cap?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

W. Brewer, Omega Phi '48, kept
the crowd conscious with, "Hey
Rohde, look alive!" . . . another
note: In case any one has won-

The behavior of a small but
loud minority of students at last
week's assembly was — to say
the least — terrible.
In the high school where I
came from the students were
taught to behave at all assembles
whether or not we liked the per
formers. We were also taught to
refrain from making insulting re
marks and talking while some
thing was taking place on the
stage.
This IS a college, isn't it? And
we ARE supposed to be more
mature than when we were in
high school, aren't we?
I think that if people are kind
enough to give their time and
effort to perform for us, the
least we can do is pay attention.
A STUDENT

fightin' tiger spirit at the games? ;a professional. What happened
the light,—
Incidentally, the picture you
The team is out there on the grid | to this song? We need it or at And through it all the students see up above shows what a couj
least
a
facsimile.
Our
two
old
iron playing hard, but the "root
laugh and run
| pie of California termites can do.
ers" sit in the stands half-asleep, |Standbys have lost their pep and And go walking arm in arm . . . Anyway that's what the new Paas if they were afraid to let out vitality. How long do you think
so long ago
jcific Weekly office looks like af
a peep because the opposing team the rooting section can last if The dust rolled up along the slug ter a couple of my cousins of
they
sing
Get
The
Old
Cheers
might hear them. At the big rally
gish Nile;
fered to help us move. Oh well
in the Cal-Fox theatre a couple of Ringing after every touchdown. The tired Euphrates saw the tem intelligence runs in our family
weeks ago we really showed what
ples go
... in the opposite direction, huh
PACIFIC ROOTER
school spirit is, and nearly
Their slow way up in the adobe "Rabbit?"
brought down the roof. Then
aisle,
Dear Editor:
what's happened that we should
Waiting while trees were planted
I think that everybody was
suddenly become so meek and
and grass grew
mild?
pretty well disgusted about the Under the ministry of silver mist,
Some of you rooters are right game between Pacific and Loyola. Where to the date-rich land pale
By TED TOOMAl
wanderers drew
there, letting the team know that I know I was, until I began to
you're back of them and that's think about what we in the root And the North and Sultry South
met, woosed and kissed.
the way it should be. So let's ing section were doing during the
_J| FREEMILK SHAKE
The College of the Pacific knew
all join in at the next big home last half.
its day
How about a rooting section
game with Portland and show
those Oregonians what Pacific that roots at the right time and Of mud and dust, and not so long
ago.
Tiger spirit is. Come on, gang, then altogether? How about a
let's really get in back of our rooting section that makes their Our friends remember when the
treeless way
team — don't let ole' Tommie Ti yells short, crisp and loud? Loy
ola didn't make a lot of long yells, Lay desert-like where now the
ger down!
but when they yelled they yelled.
flowers grow
L. R.
How about a second half rally in And plane trees talk, as trees
the rooting section as well as the shall speak again
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
team. Let's stay behind our team Upon our campus, where the rain
A couple of years ago the stu to the end; the other schools do!
bow sides
dent body felt the need for a new
Of Stockton College stand against
Come
on,
let's
get
behind
our
pep song. To fulfill this need a
the plain
contest was open to all aspirants. team and show them that we're And earthsmoke rolls where ev
behind
them
100%.
How
about
it?
There was a song that won above
ery tractor rides.
all others and if I remember corA Repenting Rooter
ALLEN E. WOODALL
Some How They Don't Look Like College Students

this is college

